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VARIANTS:

RESOURCEMANAGER-FOOD

RM-FOOD

The software RM is able to be used in all the hotel and catering
industry. For this purpose, the software is associated with an
electronic scale, to measure the amounts of discarded food
directly at source.

RM-WASTE
RM-BUILDING+FACILITY

DER RESOURCEMANAGER:
· minimises costs.
· is a tool for the collection, evaluation and optimisation of the use
of resources.
· can be combined with instruments, sensors and scales and gives
direct feedback during data collection.
· is connected to a database, where all collected data is stored.
· with just a click, it enables the assessment of the data given,
performing variance analysis in the background.

SYSTEMANALYSE
Additional to the solely recording of the quantities, simultaneously
takes place the logging of each food category, as well as the
reasons for the waste generation. Institution-specific additional
parameters are defined and stored in the corporate intranet or
in a separate database. The system analysis and optimization
are based on specific parameters, e.g. cost parameters, energy
consumption, ecological parameters, etc..
ECHTZEITAUSWERTUNG
Valuation parameters and costs from databases are simultaneously accessed, to allow direct feedback. Thus, for example,
while the weighing process is displayed, the costs and greenhouse emissions of the respective discarded food quantities are
correlated.

RESOURCE MANAGER V1.0
FEEDBACK-FUNKTION
The Resource Manager-FOOD (RM-F) works as a direct feedback
tool, which makes the staff aware and provides important
functions for the system optimisation during the operation.
VISUALISIERUNG
With just a click, extensive evaluations as charts and lists are
available. The connection to ERP (Enterprise Resource Planing)
and accounting systems is an important aspect towards a
semiautomated system optimization.
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